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FGB  Meeting – Part I Minutes 

Date and 
Time 

 
Thursday 25th June 2015 5pm – 6.15pm Location:    Room 3, St Cuthbert’s Conference Centre, Buckfast. 

Governors 

Rev. Dom. Francis Straw OSB  Sophie Kerswell Mr Jonathan Deacon  Mr Tony Luscombe Miss Nicola Slack 

Mr Paddy Mahon Mrs Rebecca Dance Mrs Deborah Fisher Mr Mark Norman Clerk: Mrs Mary Waterman 

 

Agenda:  
34.15  Welcome and opening prayer  

35.15  Apologies and sanctioning  

36.15  Declarations of interest, other than those previously declared. Governors must declare any conflicts and leave the meeting when the appropriate item 
is dealt with.  Some conflicts that are not obvious at the start of the meeting may become so as it progresses.  Governors must declare these as soon 
as they are aware of them and leave at the appropriate point 

37.15  OFSTED preparations 

38.15  Committee Reports: 
i. Assets 
ii. ECM 

39.15  School Improvement Plan – evaluate success and impact  

40.15  Snapshot of Pupil Tracker 

41.15  Head Teacher’s Report 

42.15  Training – reports 
i. Ofsted training Exeter, 18th May 2015 
ii. Safeguarding training St Mary’s, 1st June 2015 

43.15  South Dartmoor Learning community 

44.15  Review progress of the school during the year 2014/15 

45.15  Confirm HT appraisal date set for September 2015 

46.15  Annual Cycle and Governors meeting dates for 2015/16 

47.15  Minutes of meeting held 13th May  Pt 1 and Pt 2, (11th June 2015 approved) 

48.15  Matters arising from minutes not previously on agenda 

 Next FGB meeting .......... at St Cuthbert’s Conference Centre, Buckfast, at 5pm 
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34.15  Opening prayer lead by Fr Francis 

35.15  Apologies received:  Jonathan Deacon, Tony Luscombe and Sophie Kerswell. Sanctioned.  
A letter of resignation was read by Fr Francis from Sophie Kerswell, staff governor, she has recently taken on full time teaching and feels unable to give 
the governors the time necessary. She will be missed by the governing body and has been a valuable member of the committee. The governors wish 
her well in the future. An election for a new staff governor is to take place in school. 

36.15  Declaration of business interests. Declarations of interest, other than those previously declared. Governors must declare any conflicts and leave the 
meeting when the appropriate item is dealt with.  Some conflicts that are not obvious at the start of the meeting may become so as it progresses.  
Governors must declare these as soon as they are aware of them and leave at the appropriate point 

37.15  Ofsted – it is almost certain that there will be an inspection by July 2016. With the new framework coming into place in September it is unlikely that 
any inspections will take place before the end of this term. 

38.15  Committee Reports: 
i. Assets:  
The meeting held consisted mainly of confirming that the budget for the forthcoming year was in place. This budget shows a slight surplus on the 
year, the governors congratulated the HT and staff for achieving this with efficiencies. The budget was approved by the FGB on 11th June. 
The finance officer for CAST has been replaced by his assistant and his position has been advertised. 
Medication policy was approved for 2015. 

ii. ECM 
The Chair confirmed the work carried out by the ECM committee had looked at all areas of improvement in the school. The committee agendas show 
the questions asked of the HT and the work being carried out in school. They were shown examples of work for the key areas of improvement, 
working walls, WEB site etc. 
Discussion held on the Catholic School Community questionnaire. The governors graded the school mainly as 1 with some areas 2. 
Case studies of three children were examined showing their attainment, help given, monitoring and interventions used. 
Skills audit carried out earlier in the year was discussed. The committee has good coverage of the skills needed. 

39.15  School Improvement Plan – The plan is marked as blue for completed, yellow for ongoing and red for not yet completed. 
An outcome column to be added to the plan for 2015/16. The SATS results also to be added. The results are due at the beginning of 
July just before a visit by Stewart Gale.  
A level 6 for writing has been achieved by one child. The process of achieving this included the Ht presenting a portfolio of evidence to 
the committee. The examiner commented on the excellent hand writing in the school. 
OFSTED, having had two sets of moderation, the school is confident that the results internally are accurate. 
Maths improving in the school but still of some concern. The children are using learning pads, and computers for SATS style exams with instant results 
allowing them to understand the exams. A group of five children has used a computer package and this is being assessed for future use. 
Streaming is not now recommended in schools, however the school did stream KS2 children for this year only. When the set work is completed the 
children return to a general group working together.  
Marie is working well with the children in Maths using objectives and use. 
Pg6 The school improvement plan specifies that it is to develop the use of accurate half termly and termly assessments in maths, this is to be termly 
only. 
A reading package bought for KS2 has been most successful, a similar package is available for Maths and will be considered for next year. 
Pg 21 training for governors by subject leaders still to be carried out. 

Nicola Slack 
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The John Muir Trust award for outdoor education has been received. For yr3 and yr4. This is similar to the Duke of Edinburgh award scheme, the 
children work on exploring and discovering, looking for different habitats for animals. The work is evidence based and very beneficial to the children. 
Curriculum leadership, is the equipment necessary, available? Mr Carty, who is back in school without a teaching role, is covering allowing the subject 
leaders time to prepare an action plan their subject, identifying any resources needed. 
Music – Sophie Kerswell and Kerry Manly are both musical and use this skill in school. 
Fr Francis congratulated the HT for the excellent plan for the year and the progress made. 

40.15  Snapshot of Pupil Tracker –  
The HT has produced a snapshot of the pupil tracker used in school. 
No data has yet been received from the SATS. 
Reading writing and maths all on track or slightly below 
Weakest group are yr1 with only 6 children and a number of these who are less able. There are no high flyers in this group. 
The categories are:  these apply over 3 terms 
Developing 
Emerging 
Secure.  
The children in yr1 to have focus and extra support next year. 
The details for group 5 seemed inaccurate, HT to check detail. 
Beccy Dance, reported that some children who paid a visit to a local school were pleased to return to St Mary’s as, in their opinion is a 
better environment. 
Group 4 showed lower results, at KS1 their results were poor, but good progress has been made. 
Reading in school is still recorded as being better than maths. 
Yr6 need to show good progress in their results. 
The governors all asked questions on the Pupil Tracker results querying the numbers when low. The HT was able to answer all questions put to her.  

41.15 H
e
a

d  

Head Teachers report: the report was available online prior to the meeting. 
There had been a visit to the Dartmoor Zoo, the governors were impressed as the animals there are very close to the public. The children enjoyed the 
day. 
Toddler group has been running since half term. The numbers are about 9-10 but not all attend each week. It is most likely that the numbers will 
improve as the group becomes known and also the weather affects the numbers, parents at the fete had commented on the good quality teaching in 
the group. Fr Frances asked what the difference was between a play school and the toddler group? The main difference is the number of days the group 
runs, the toddlers are at present only attending one day per week.  Anna Neville, the leader, is employed by the school to enable her to be included in 
the school insurance. 
Many different sports available in the school, some children to decide on sports activities for next year. 
16 children are moving to five different new schools in the autumn.  Sands, South Dartmoor, Torquay Boys Grammar School Ivybridge Community 
College and Southbrook, Exeter. 
Out of School clubs have been more limited this term, due to staffing issues, although sports have continued. It is hoped that the new school year will 
be able to support more clubs. 
Choir, computing and chess are all held in school. 

Nicola Slack 
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Fr Francis has made contact with Philip Arkwright (Abbey organist) with a view to running a music festival at Buckfast for all CAST 
schools to be involved.  HT to liaise with Philip. 
School council initiatives have raised approx. £100 this year. 
FOSMS are not well supported and thanks go to those who work hard to support the school. The summer fete was very successful making approx. £600 
profit. Each class had a stall. 
The enterprise fiver challenge took place for yrs 5 & 6. The children worked hard to make money, learning about budgeting, profits, planning etc. the 
children worked in great detail, down to the cost of the water used when cooking. 
Swimming, Yr5 & 6 entering the Interschool Gala. Deborah Fisher recommended the St John Ambulance training for schools. 
Uganda Link, this takes place via text. The email system is slow and unreliable but with text the response is almost instant. This is to be expanded next 
year. 

42.15  Training – reports 
i. Ofsted training, Exeter. Briefing on the journey taken by the St Nicholas Exeter, from Special measures to good. Fr Francis asked if their Ofsted 

report would help St Mary’s? Nicola to look and decide, although she did not feel that they had anything extra to offer. Our approach to 
improvement is very similar to theirs. 

ii. Safeguarding – Fr Francis, who attended with other governors and staff felt the update was worthwhile although it was designed for the 
teaching staff. Since the last training the focus had changed significantly with more questions asked and checked before reporting. One cast 
study followed in the training seemed very sinister at the beginning but was in fact not abuse but the child was in need. Following the training 
the HT reported that there had been more discussion taking place in the staff room which is good practice. Safeguarding appears on all staff 
meeting agendas. 

iii. Mark Norman asked if there is anything else the school should be doing. Jonathan Deacon is to check all DBS in records 
and paperwork in school 

43.15  South Dartmoor Learning Community: Meet in St Mary’s School but due to changes in classes Meldon will no longer be available to the group next 
term. May minutes not yet available. The March minutes were circulated prior to the meeting. 
SDLC had attended a Global learning day. 
An early help advisor was present and support is available 
DAFS still written by hand as the online is not functioning well 
Funding from September is cut and this will affect the group but they have agreed to continue to meet and work collaboratively. 

44.15  Review progress of the school during the year 2014/15 – to be reviewed following SATS results in Autumn meeting 

45.15  Confirm HT appraisal date set –  
Appraisal date not set, to be carried out with Tricia Blyth. HT to contact Advisor to set date  

46.15  Annual Cycle and governors meeting dates for 2015/16 following discussion new governor dates to be circulated and are agreed. They follow a 

different pattern to former years due to the budget date being different for CAST. Concern by Deborah Fisher on succession planning. Fr Francis 
confirmed that the governing body was at present working well, with a range of talent and all are dedicated to the success of the children.  

47.15  Minutes approval: 
Minutes of meeting held  13th May Pt 1 ad Pt2 were duly approved and signed as a true and accurate record of meeting held 

Jonathan Deacon 

Nicola Slack 

Nicola Slack 
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48.15  Matters arising: 
19.15 Mark Norman is arranging dates with the school for Prevent guidance. 
20.15 Mark Norman to carry out overview of training needs for the year 2015/16 with HT 
21.15 Fr Francis to contact John Mannix to express the views of the Governing Body at the cancellation of the Central area forum. 

 

Detail of next meeting 

Date/Time Wednesday 6th October 2015 5pm Location St Cuthbert’s Conference Centre, Buckfast. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Mark Norman 
Fr Francis 


